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view of the limits of possible political action. In all the
great crises of the post-war period, their principles of
strategy seem to have been based upon the belief that
it is better to compromise with capitalist power than to
threaten it* Neither Labour Government dared to be
responsible for a single Socialist measure; it preferred
to depend on the possibilities of social reform. The argu-
ment that it had no right to attempt Socialist measures,
being a minority Government, omits the fact that, even
as such, it was at least entitled to introduce them, and,
if defeated in the House of Commons, to ask for electoral
ratification of fts effort. The trade unions embarked upon
the General Strike—which had no meaning if it was not
a challenge to the Government—without any prepara-
tion at all; and the lesson they drew from that mag-
nificent display of working-class solidarity was the sig-
nificant one that it is an impotent technique. In the Mond-
Turner conferences they made an attempt to share with
the employers the position of the residuary legatees of
profit; they did not draw from their failure the inference
that die capitalist is not prepared to abdicate from his
position as the final authority in society. "Everywhere,**
Mn Strachey comments on the post-war epoch, "the
workers* leaders abstained from using the workers*
strength in return for promises which, the moment the
dangerpoint was passed, the ruling capitalists wholly
repudiated." Of this habit, Mr. Lloyd George's notorious
repudiation of the Sankey Report on the nationalization
of the mines, which he had promised to carry out "in
the letter and in the spirit," is only the supreme example.
And as an index to the temper of Labour, we must not
forget the contrast between the militant repudiation of
British intervention in Russia in 1920, and the tame and
timid resistance to non-intervention in Spain in 1936—7*
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